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Lightning Casualties and Damages in China

I. INTRODUCTION

Lightning is one of the severe hazards to people and infrastructure in the world. Hundreds of fatalities and millions of dollars in damage to buildings, power lines, electrical systems are caused by lightning every year. A worldwide of 24,000 deaths and 240,000 injuries from lightning per year was estimated [1]. Lightning is near the top of the list of all types of weather-related deaths in the United States, only fatalities from flash and river floods rank higher [2]. The deaths due to lightning during 1940 to 1973 in the United States is higher than the number caused by tornadoes and hurricanes together [3]. Therefore, a complete national description of lightning casualties and damages is essential to improving awareness of this hazard. Such information is critical for understanding the risks of lightning to general public and sensitive industries, sectors, and activities. It is also essential for evaluating the effectiveness of monitoring and warning information and associated short- and longer-term responses [4]. Studies on lightning-related casualties and damages have been carried out in many countries [5,6,7,8]. Focus of these studies are mainly on quantifying lightning fatality and injuring statistics, identifying human injury mechanisms [9,10] and giving suggestions to lightning protection. The objective of this article is to investigate the characteristics of lightning hazards in China from 1997 to 2009, and to improve understanding of the impact of lightning in terms of fatalities, casualties and property damages. The first section of the article is an overview of lightning hazards studies and its significance. The second section introduces the data sources and lightning reporting methods in China. Then, characteristics of lightning casualties and damages in China are described, with respect to time, space, rural and urban, circumstances and locations. Finally, the article concludes with a summary of results and recommendations for future work.

II. METHODOLOGY

The data source used in this study was from the National Lightning Hazards Database (NLHD), which includes lightning-related reports from 31 provinces in Mainland China. The NLHD employs a province-municipality-county three-level reporting system. The county level weather bureaus are the basic reporting departments. When lightning strike occurs, working staffs of county weather bureaus are sent to scene for investigation and verification, and record the detail information. Each county weather bureau reports lightning-related fatalities, injuries and damages to its municipal weather bureau every month, and the municipal weather bureaus then compile all the reports occurring within the area of responsibility and report to its provincial weather bureau. Finally, the 31 provincial weather bureaus report to the CMA and the CMA compiles the reports in the whole country in that month. At the end of each year, different level weather bureaus make a supplementary report if there is any missing report in monthly reports. After that, all the reports from 31 provinces in that year are combined by headquarter in CMA and then added to the NLHD. The advantage of these records in the database is that they are derived from every county weather bureau throughout the country and compiled by CMA headquarter with consistent principle and standard. The records consist of not only fatalities and injuries, but also property damages by lightning strikes. The following information is required in each lightning strike report: a) Year, month, day and time of the event; b) Locality of the event; c) Number and location of fatality/injury; d) Direct/indirect economic loss of the damage. The following information is optional: e) Gender and age of fatality/injury; f) Industry of the damage; g) Circumstances/activity during incident; h) Degree/type of injury. In total, the NLHD contains 5033 fatalities, 4670 injuries, and 61614 damage reports from all provinces in China from 1997 to 2009. Lightning-related casualties and damages generally spread out during the year and throughout the nation, so they receive less attention than the large-impact events and are usually underreported. A few researchers have attempted to estimate the underreporting by evaluating data from multiple sources. López et al. found that Storm Data underreported lightning deaths by 28% and injuries by 42% in the period 1980-1991 in Colorado [3]. Mogil et al. found 33% more lightning deaths in Texas than reported in Storm Data [11]. Mills et al. indicated the mortality underestimation in the United States ranges from 17% to 33% [4]. Lightning may consistently cause more damage than any other weather phenomenon when other unquantified losses are considered [2]. In China, underreporting of lightning-related fatalities and injuries mainly result from the traditional beliefs and superstition on lightning casualty, particularly in rural and small urban areas. Nevertheless, the NLHD is a consistent data source on lightning incidents in meteorological department in China for its standardized reporting protocol and coding for all variables. III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Variations by Province

From 1997 to 2009, the total number of lightning-related fatality, injury, casualty and damage report are 5033, 4670, 9703 and 61614, respectively. Guangdong has the highest fatalities, casualties and damage reports while
Yunnan has the most lightning injuries. Both of the provinces locate in south China. Figure 1 shows the rank of lightning-related casualties (Fig. 1a) and damages (Fig. 1b) by step of 8 in rank. For lightning casualties, the top 8 provinces are Guangdong, Yunnan, Jiangxi, Guizhou, Guangxi, Hunan, Sichuan and Hubei, all of which are in the south and have higher lightning frequency then other provinces. For damage reports, Guangdong has the highest number and has more than three times as many as the second rank (Hunan). Lightning caused most damages in the eastern coastal provinces and least in the western area in China (Fig. 1b). B. Variations by Province Weighted by Population Form the rate and rank of lightning-related fatalities, injuries, casualties and damage reports from each province weighted by population, for lightning casualty rate, the top two are Tibet and Hainan, which were 17th and 11th in number of casualties. When taking population into account, the maxima shift from southern and eastern provinces (Fig. 1a) to less populated regions such as Tibet, Hainan and Qinghai in west regions (Fig. 2a). Similar results of casualty rate per population in the United States were also shown in [2]. They found the main effect of taking population into account is to shift maxima from populous eastern states as Florida and Michigan to the Rocky Mountain and plains states as Wyoming and New Mexico. The other six provinces in the first class of casualty rate weighted by population are Yunnan, Qinghai, Jiangxi, Guizhou, Guangdong and Fujian. The ranks of populous provinces such as Henan, Shandong and Sichuan degrade, with casualty rank of 15th, 10th, and 7th to 26th, 20th and 15th. Except for Tibetan Plateau area, provinces with high casualty rate are located in south China. The ranks of casualty rate in northwest provinces are still low (Fig. 2a). Fig. 1. The rank of each province in number of lightning-related casualties (a) and damage reports (b) in Mainland China from 1997 to 2009. The names of the 31 provinces are shown in the figure. The national average fatality and injury per year are 387 and 359 in Mainland China from 1997 to 2009, while the numbers in the United States are 90 and 273 from 1959 to 1994 according to [2]. Although lightning-related casualty in China is twice as much as the number in the United States every year, the rate per million people is lower. The rates for fatality and injury per million people per year were 0.42 and 1.26 in the United States for 1959-94 [2] and 0.31 and 0.28 in China for 1997-2009. The rate of fatality in China is one-fifth the rate of 1.7 in Singapore from 1961 to 1979 [12], and one-fifteenth the rate of 15.5 in Swaziland from 2000 to 2007 [8], the highest recorded in the world now. In contrast, the fatality rate of 0.31 in China is much higher than the 0.008 rate in Australia for 1910-89 [6], and the 0.05 in the United Kingdom for 1993-99 [7] and 0.17 in France for 1979-96 [13].

Fig. 2. The rank of each province in the rate of lightning-related casualties (a) and damage reports (b) in Mainland China from 1997 to 2009. C. Time Variations The year-to-year variations of lightning-related fatalities, injuries and damage reports in Mainland China from 1997 to 2009 are shown in Fig. 3. The number of lightning fatalities and injuries increased from 144 and 169 in 1997 to the maxima of 827 and 718 in 2007 and then decreased to 371 deaths and 310 injuries in 2009. The widely use of electric equipments in modern days caused lightning damage reports increase all along the period, only with a low value in 2008 (Fig. 3). Lightning casualties and damages were very low from 1997 to 2001. It was likely an underestimate resulting from underreporting in rural areas at that time. The sharp increase in year 2002 could be attributed mainly to the improved reporting procedure, especially in rural areas. Although lightning damage reports increased all along this period, fatalities and injuries began to drop since 2008. The drop of casualties in the last two years of the record may owe to improved forecasts and warnings, better awareness of the lightning threat, more substantial buildings available for safe refuge, medical care and emergency communications and other socioeconomic changes (López and Holle 1996; Holle and López 2003). Fig. 3. Year-to-year variations of lightning-related fatalities, injuries and damage reports in Mainland China from 1997 to 2009. Lightning casualties and damages occur all through the year in China, but most of the events are during summer months from June to August. Lightning fatalities, injuries and damages in these three months account for 72%, 67% and 63% of the whole year and July has the maximum percentage frequencies for all categories. The greatest number of casualties and damages are in July (26% and 21%) with the second most in June (23%) for casualties and August (21%) for damages. The peak months from June to August are also the period of intense thunderstorm activities in China. During the winter months from November to February of the following year, the number of lightning fatalities, injuries and damage reports are the lowest in the year. The monthly variations of lightning casualties and damages in China show the same pattern with that in the United States [2]. D. Rural and Urban Casualties It is noticed that a large number of fatalities and injuries occur in rural areas in China (Fig. 4). Rural regions account for 51% and 29% of all lightning fatalities and injuries reported from 1997 to 2009. Lightning casualties in urban areas only account for 6%. If taking no account of unknown factors (14%), rural regions account for 93% of all lightning casualties. The large proportion of casualties is attributed to the working style, living environment and medical treatment in rural settings in China. Firstly, rural people in China continue to rely on labor-intensive agriculture, where people are more exposed to the lightning threat. From the analysis of lightning-related locations, the largest proportion of fatalities and injuries in China occurs when people are working on farms. Secondly, dwellings in rural regions are often poorly grounded and built in exposed areas, which increase the chance of direct lightning strikes on people. Furthermore, considerable lightning strikes in rural regions occur in remote mountainous areas, where communication and transportation are underdeveloped and lack of resuscitation techniques. According to [14], nearly 75 percent of those who suffered cardiopulmonary arrest from lightning injuries died, many because cardiopulmonary resuscitation was not attempted. All the factors above result the large casualties in rural regions. When taking population into account, the maxima shift from southern and eastern provinces (Fig. 1a) to less populated regions such as Tibet, Hainan and Qinghai in west regions (Fig. 2a). Similar results of casualty rate per population in the United States were also shown in [2]. They found the main effect of taking population into account is to shift maxima from populous eastern states as Florida and Michigan to the Rocky Mountain and plains states as Wyoming and New Mexico. The other six provinces in the first class of casualty rate weighted by population are Yunnan, Qinghai, Jiangxi, Guizhou, Guangdong and Fujian. The ranks of populous provinces such as Henan, Shandong and Sichuan degrade, with casualty rank of 15th, 10th, and 7th to 26th, 20th and 15th. Except for Tibetan Plateau area, provinces with high casualty rate are located in south China. The ranks of casualty rate in northwest provinces are still low (Fig. 2a).
IV. CONCLUSION

Lightning is a common meteorological hazard in China that leads to fatalities, injures and large amount of economic losses. Based on the National Lightning Hazards Database, lightning-related fatalities, injuries, casualties and damage reports from 1997 to 2009 were summarized. Large casualties and damage reports were located in south and east China. When taking population into account, the maxima shift from southern and eastern provinces to low population provinces such as Tibet, Hainan and Qinghai and the ranks of populous provinces such as Henan, Shandong and Sichuan degraded. The number of lightning fatalities and injuries increased from 1997 to 2007 and began to decrease since 2008. While the damage reports showed an increase all along the period, only with a low value in 2008. The peak months of lightning fatalities, injuries and damages were from June to August, which was also the period of intense thunderstorm activities in China. July maxima were reached by all types of lightning reports. The number of lightning fatalities, injuries and damage reports were lowest between November to February of the following year. Rural regions accounted for 51% and 29% of all lightning fatalities and injuries. A majority of fatalities and injuries occurred when rural people were doing field work. Civil field had the largest economic losses and power industry was the second category. A significant number (79%) of lightning casualties occurred outdoors in open areas, with 37% working on farm, 14% in open fields and 9% in water area. The annual worldwide number of lightning injuries is probably five to ten times the annual number of deaths, while the injury-deaths ratio in China is about one. Future work will focus on further analysis of the high death-injury ratio in China and investigate the impact factors. In addition, comparisons of casualties and damages with ground lightning flash density data detected by the National Lightning Detection Network in China, and improvement of a better lightning reporting protocol which will include all the variables discussed above will also be included. This can help reduce the underestimation of lightning casualties and damages and develop a more concise national lightning hazard database.
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